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ASCII Format 
 
 
 
Coverage Name: 
 
8320     Field Units 
 
Coverage type: polygon   
 
Export Filenames:  fld_unit.data 
                   fld_unit.gen 
 
 
For this geo dataset, two files are provided - 1) a coordinate 
file and 2) an attribute file. The coordinate file contains the 
longitude/latitude locations for the geo dataset. This file will 
have a .gen file extension. The attribute file consists of the 
attribute information for the geo dataset. This file will have a 
.data file extension. The id number that can be found in both 
files can be used to associate the records from the coordinate 
file with their corresponding attribute records in the attribute 
file. 
 
.GEN file for Field Units 
 

filename: fld_unit.gen 
 
 
1     -0.882548313377058D+02       0.301777162466312D+02 
      -0.882317864500000D+02       0.301885251300000D+02 
      -0.882313422600000D+02       0.301528023700000D+02 
      -0.882814646700000D+02       0.301523224800000D+02 
      -0.882818080200000D+02       0.301788619100000D+02 
      -0.882756786700000D+02       0.301797728000000D+02 
      -0.882759846400000D+02       0.302035056500000D+02 
      -0.882284956300000D+02       0.302039592800000D+02 
      -0.882283146700000D+02       0.301893838100000D+02 
      -0.882317864500000D+02       0.301885251300000D+02 
END 
 
This sample listing would be for one polygon. 



.DATA file for Field Units: 
(Filename: fld_unit.data) 

 
  3 
 "56" 
 "754394002" 
 "MU805" 
 "UO" 
 "01-DEC-1995" 
 1 
 " " 
 "MU805" 
 

 
This sample listing would be for one polygon 
 
Definitions: 
 

ID NUMBER - The first line for each polygon contains 
an id number that corresponds to the id in the 
fld_unit.gen file. 

 
  SN_UNIT_OUTLINES - The second line is an internal 

Oracle sequence number for the unit outline 
record. 

 
UNIT_AGT_NUMBER - The third line is the identifier 

assigned to an approved unit agreement. 
 

UNIT_AGT_NAME - The fourth line is the name of the 
unitization agreement. 

 
     OUTLINE_TYPE_CD - The fifth line is a two-character 

code used to identify the difference between 
administrative representations of an area; "UO" = 
Field Unit Outline; "RU" - Reservoir Unit 
Outline. 

 
     VERSION_DATE - The sixth line is the date for the unit 

outline version.  This can be the date on which 
the unit agreement became effective, or the date 
of the most recent amendment to the unit 
agreement. 

 
     SEQUENCE_NUMBER - The seventh line is a column used to 

designate between different versions of a unit 
outline feature. 

 



     UNIT_ALOC_SUFFIX - The eighth line is a designator 
used to identify the allocation area of a unit. 

 
     TEXT_LABEL - The ninth line is the labeling field used 

in field unit maps. 
 

BLANK - The tenth line is a blank line representing   
the end of the attributes for one polygon. 


